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iii
A significant concern in cancer research is the detection of cancer associated somatic mutations. Liver cancer is the 5\textsuperscript{th} most common and 2\textsuperscript{nd} deadliest cancer in the world. Several somatic mutations were previously reported in liver cancer but their relations to chemotherapeutic response was not studied in detail. In this study, the relationship between mutation status and drug treatment response of well-differentiated Huh7 and poorly-differentiated Mahlavu liver cancer cells were analyzed. The RNA-Seq data of each cancer cell line (as control) was compared to “sorafenib” and “PI3K/Akt Pathway inhibitors” treated data. Somatic mutations associated with drug resistance were comparatively identified with MuTect tool. The results were then filtered to distinguish the missense mutations. The common genes among drug-resistant sets were found to be associated with liver cancer perseverance and aggressiveness. SLC39A5, FRG1, PPHLN1 and SRP9 gene mutations were found to be the most significant, shared among three drug treated sets. The sets were further investigated in detail to discover the liver cancer associated survival genes. Using our results, appropriate targets can be defined that play critical roles in cancerous cell growth for drug development purposes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Cancer term refers to the normal cell transformation into a tumor one. Having abnormal growth, the tumor cells can proliferate beyond the boundaries and affect nearby tissues. Cancerous cells can also spread through bloodstream or lymph to other parts of the body. Cancer is the leading cause of death worldwide and the risk increases with aging. Although the biological, chemical and physical factors trigger the disease, the exact reason of abnormality is still unknown. Liver cancer, known to be the sixth most common cancer, causes a high number of deaths each year. The most common type of liver cancer is Hepatocellular Carcinoma and some factors like hepatitis C and hepatitis B viruses increase the risk of the disease (Vale, 2013).

Appropriate treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC, primary liver cancer) depends on the disease stage, patient’s age and overall health and individual priorities. There are many different treatment strategies with high cure rate in early detections. Surgery can be the first solution in early stages in which the tumor size is reduced by using chemotherapy drugs before the operation. However, the treatment is ineffective in advanced cases and the liver tumor resists to chemotherapy drugs. Radiation is the other method, which can be recommended if the liver is devoid from any disease like liver cirrhosis. However, deficiencies and tumor distinction in progressive stages causes fail in treatments. In addition to chemotherapy, different targeted therapies are used for treatment of liver cancer. Targeted therapy is a newer method, which blocks cancer associated proteins or prevents new blood vessels’ formation. Unlike chemotherapy, which affects the whole normal and cancerous fast-growing cells, targeted drugs attack to specific molecules in cancer cells and have much less impact on healthy tissues. Sorafenib (GM & Santoro, 2009) is one of those targeted drugs, which is considered as an efficient treatment in liver cancers. Targeted cancer therapies can be used alone or in combination with other treatments such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery.
The validity of targeted therapy depends on finding appropriate targets, playing a critical role in cancerous cells growth and survival. In order to identify the optimal targets, different approaches focus on proteins with different expression levels in normal and cancer cells, search for chromosomes abnormalities and investigate the mutations that change the type of produced amino acids in tumors. As a result, the good target identification leads to development of new therapies, which dedicatedly act on specific targets and provide better treatment for HCC patients.

1.2 Scope and Goal

Recently, significant achievements have been acquired in liver cancer treatment and many somatic mutations have been detected relating to this fatal cancer. In spite of that, the effect of mutations on chemotherapeutic responses and the HCC resistance mechanism is left off. In addition, most of the related studies have been performed with DNA data. Having look from a different aspect, our aim is using RNA-Seq data to investigate the relation between somatic mutations and treatment compounds. For this purpose, the effective genes in HCC progression are identified using the chemical knockdown. Indeed, the resistant genes alter in response to different inhibitors and continue the activity to provide the vital substances for cancer growth. The investigations in mutations’ type and repetition lead to distinguish the most significant genes, which involve in cancer. The missense mutations are considerable for protein coding different from the unaffected genes. In addition, the genes with missense mutations, which are present in most of the HCC treated samples, possess higher resistance to applied treatments. Passing through all considered filters, the remained genes are eligible to be defined as biomarkers for future treatments.

The main objective of this study is to analyze the mutated regions, their location on chromosomes and related gene expression in drug treated HCC samples with the concern of finding resistant genes, which assist tumor tissue in abnormal cell growth to guarantee the cancer survival.

1.3 Contribution

In order to make a precise selection of significant mutations, we preferred Mutect (Cibulskis et al., 2013), which is known to be a sensitive method in mutation detection. The exonic regions of two liver cancer cell lines, Huh7 as well-differentiated and Mahlavu as poorly-differentiated are selected for further analysis (Yuzugullu et al., 2009). The cell lines are then treated with “PI3K/Akt Pathway inhibitors”, “sorafenib” and their combination to examine the behavior of cancer cells under different treatments. Mutect comparison results for control (untreated) and treated HCC samples reveal
various alterations in response to the applied treatments. Detected regions are indeed representing mutated sites, which alter to escape from drugs’ therapeutic effects. Continually, we restricted the analysis domain to missense mutations, applying filters to ineffective mutations. The obtained missense mutations are significant variations, involved in cancer growth by altering and producing new proteins.

Investigating the response of cancerous cells to different chemical compounds clarifies the genes, which involve in cancer perseverance. The remarkable genes with higher survival rank in HCC treatments can be further studied for therapeutic purposes. It would be helpful to consider different perspectives to get vital genes of cancer and filter out the rest. A key point here is to separate driver genes from passengers. Drivers contribute to cancer progression, where passengers are generally known to be neutral as they change from patient to patient. However, it is verified that the sufficient accumulation of passenger genes can damage the tumor and play a role in cancer analysis. The change in gene expression level of cancerous cells is the other issue, worth investigating. The genes activation or silencing may occur in tumor tissue. Tumor suppressor genes, which control the abnormal cell growth, can be inactivated. Subsequently, their affected genes can express in high amount to trigger cancer. The expression level evaluation leads to quantify the target genes effect in disease process. The last important thing is referring to previous studies about detected genes to verify their importance.

The ability to identify the effective genes in cancerous cell growth and continually reach the new cancer targets is a great achievement for new targeted-drug design. Drugs with specific targets can find the appointed place and turn the target gene off to disturb the cancer cells’ proliferation. Accordingly, the mutated genes activities are stopped and the disease progression is prevented.

1.4 Outline

This thesis, which defines new probable targets for novel targeted treatments, comprises 5 chapters. The chapters are entitled “Introduction”, “Background and Literature Review”, “Materials and Methods”, “Results” and “Discussion”, respectively.

The first chapter gives a brief description of the issues in the aimed research field and the goal of study, which can be a possible solution for the relating problems. The second chapter includes information about HCC and its mechanism, mutations and the possible treatments of the disease. Further, various methods that are available for detecting mutations in cancer tissue are described in detail. It also goes over important studies and conclusions relating to each topic. In the third part, the selected method for mutation detection (Mutect) is illustrated extensively. Besides comprehensive definition of required datasets for analysis, prerequisites for program executing are given in detail.
The additional steps to provide the optimal list of mutations are presented in the last part of the related chapter. The fourth chapter comes next to represent the examination results. The efficacy of different treatments is evaluated and the survived genes in each group are compared to specify the ones in common. Finally, in the fifth chapter a lot of studies are reviewed to verify the significance of detected mutations and to find out the other important cancers that are in deal with outstanding altered genes.
2.1 Liver Cancer

Liver cancer is the aggregation of cancerous cells that primarily form in the liver or spread to this organ after growing in other parts of the body. Different liver cancer types arise according to their generating cell types. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the one rising from hepatocellular cells of the liver, is the most prevalent type of mentioned cancer group, accounting for approximately 75 percent of all liver cancers and being the third cause of cancer deaths worldwide (Altekruse, McGlynn, & Reichman, 2009). There are various factors, which trigger normal liver cells to turn into cancerous ones. Although the existence of all factors doesn’t lead to an obligatory illness, they certainly increase the risk of getting the disease. Infection with hepatitis B and hepatitis C viruses, high alcohol consumption and liver cirrhosis are some of the critical elements among these causing factors. Liver can tolerate low alcoholic drinks amount by wiping out the poison and regenerating the injured cells. However, regular drinking diminishes and ruins the capability of regeneration by terminating in liver cirrhosis, which widely puts the liver at the risk of a cancer. In addition, blood-transmitted infection by hepatitis C increases the harmful effects of regular drinking on liver tissue. Same as hepatitis C, hepatitis B can spread by blood or either by the means of other fluids and cause many destructive effects. Furthermore the fat mass accumulation in the liver, which normally does not carry any special harm for the tissue, can lead to liver inflammation and severe scarring in high amount of fat depositing conditions (Figure 1.1) (Dragani, 2010).

HCC has no effective treatment, but striving is for slowing down the tumor growth, decreasing the pain of the disease, and in the best situation disease progression disturbed by stopping cancerous cells activity and getting full recovery of the patient.
Figure 2-1: Liver cancer stages. A) Healthy liver under risk factors, B) Chronic hepatitis, causes the scar tissue by continuous inflammation of liver, C) Cirrhotic liver, the blood flow blocked form as a result of frequent scarring, D) Liver cancer
2.2 Pathways and liver cancer

Pathways such as VEGF, FGF, MAPK and PI3K are a biochemical torrent of regulated reactions inside the cell, which play important roles in liver cancer. Out of all PI3K, for being a hyperactive pathway, holds a significant figure in this disease.

PI3K or Phosphoinositide-3 kinases are the family of lipid kinases with the ability to phosphorylate PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol biphosphate) and produce PIP3 by taking a role in the PI3K pathway. PI3K enzymes are categorized in three classes where the class one includes PI3Kα, PI3Kβ, and PI3Kδ isoforms. Although α isoform is more predominant and PI3Kβ is the latter in terms of getting a role in signaling processes, they both are ubiquitously expressed forms. Furthermore the two isoforms have different activating signals and paths that tyrosine kinase receptors and G protein-coupled receptors lead to activation of one isoform based upon the related signals type and conduction (Wu & Li, 2012).

The PI3K/mTOR pathway is a central oncogenic pathway deregulated in cancer (Fritsch et al., 2014) and affected by some upstream factors that alter primarily. PTEN, the tumor suppressor gene is one of the mutated factors, resulting in disruption of pathway regulation. In fact PTEN regulates PI3K enzyme activities by dephosphorylating their products and keeping them in balance. In case of antagonistic factors elimination, the enzymes switch into their hyperactive form to continue phosphorylating and assisting cancer development (Figure 2.2)

According to Schwartz et al., preventing the PI3K hyperactivity requires inhibition of both isoforms simultaneously since, suppression of one isoform leads to another one's activation. So, disturbing PI3Kα and PI3Kβ function across with drug injection is useful for obtaining more efficient results in drug treatment (Schwartz et al., 2015).
Figure 2-2: The PI3K/PTEN/Akt pathway. PI3K is activated by growth factors and activates mTOR in return to provide the cell survival. PTEN disturbs the process by decomposing essential substance of mTOR activation (PIP3) that the lack of it guarantees the cell growth. (Phin, Moore, & Cotter, 2013 with copyright permission).
2.3 Liver cancer therapy

The way of HCC therapy changes according to its growth rate, phase of proliferation, tumor type and location. In early diagnoses, the first step of treatment process is surgery, to remove tumor tissue from liver or new liver transplant in long-term cirrhosis verifications. Radiofrequency ablation and Microwave ablation are other ways of destroying cancer cells by heating them up, using radio waves and microwaves mechanisms, respectively. Alcohol (ethanol) injection is another option for patients with low number of tiny tumors. Direct injection of ethanol into cancer cells leads to tumor tissues extermination, by dehydrating the component cells. Chemoembolization method with many side effects comes next as a solution in hard liver cirrhosis to ruin blood vessels and control targeted tissue. Finally, in advanced cases, biological therapy is suggested where cancer supporter pathways are disturbed to prevent tumor activity. Sorafenib is the most common and effective drug of the mentioned therapy group. It inhibits tyrosine kinase, the contributory factor of cancer, by stopping its signal conduction into the cancerous cells and preventing tumor blood feeding sources formation. In addition, as previously explained about PI3K’s hyperactivity, it is a good target for these drug treatments (Ahmed & Lobo, 2009).

2.4 Mutations and Liver cancer

HCC is a process, which starts with well-differentiated stage, continued with moderately and poorly differentiated ones and ends with undifferentiated condition. Huh7 and Mahlavu are HCC’s different cell line types, which are categorized in well and poorly differentiated stages, respectively. In each case many different mutations occur and consequently alter the genome sequencing order. These alterations have an important role in disturbing pathway activities and are the fundamentals of liver cancer.

Mutation term refers to genome alterations, which is created as a result of irreparable damages to DNA. These alterations are significant for being detectable in both genes and non-genic regions and participating in essential processes inside the body. The damage reason and initiation point create many different types of mutations. Spontaneous mutations occur by being affected from changes in hydrogen bonding pattern, hydrolysis, a purine base missing and denaturation of the replicated strand. Error-prone replication bypass is another reason that most probably stimulates spontaneous alterations by transmitting harmful effects to a new strand. The repairment operations of inevitable errors, like double strand breaking, may also lead to mutation in some cases. Induced mutation is another type, which arises from chemicals and radiation damage.

Another classification of mutations is defined depending on the effects of these alterations. They may influence the function, fitness, structure or the protein sequence. Impact on the function can cause fatal mutations or leads to gain or loss of the function. Likewise Fitness impressing can either have harmful, beneficial or neutral results.
Structural mutations have two types as large-scale in chromosomal structure and small-scale in a small gene, where the latter is divided into three additional parts named point mutations, insertions and deletions. Point mutation is the result of exchanging or substitution of a single nucleotide to another. Insertion and deletion, the other mutation types, are the result of adding and losing some amino acids in DNA, respectively. Affecting the protein sequence leads to alterations and these alterations are subsets of point mutations. Single nucleotide conversion (point mutation) may result in missense mutation by reproducing a new codon with a new amino acid or may create the nonsense mutation by changing into a stop codon without any efficient protein production. The third situation is coding for the same protein and being the silent mutation. Furthermore, frameshift mutations can appear as a result of insertion and deletion, since they make changes in codon reading frame and leads to interruption of their produced massages. Inheritance way of the mutations is also a base of classifying the alteration as germline and somatic subgroups. Germline mutations arise in reproductive cells and can transmit to the next generation while the somatic mutations involve non-reproductive cells and can’t transfer to the children from their parents.

2.4.1 Drugs and Mutations

Drugs are the chemical compounds that are widely produced with the aim of impressing and treating the specific targets. Some of the targets are highly sensitive to drugs where the others are very resistant. Resistant mutations are a kind of point mutations that are remained constant and rescued from applied treatments by becoming resistant to the drugs therapeutic effects. (Usually drugs are single targeted and are specialized for their target disruption that any changes in the target will lead to their inefficacious.) The organisms may implement different methods to earn the mentioned ability. They can deactivate drugs, alter the target binding site or metabolic pathway, and reduce drug dosage by decreasing its penetration into the cell or increasing its pumping out rate from cell surface. After getting the resistance property to chemical treatments they become stronger by reproducing the resistant genes and transmitting their trait to subsequent descendants (Luqmani, 2005; Zahreddine & Borden, 2013).

The Huh7 cell line was originally taken from a liver tumor of a 57-year-old Japanese male in 1982 (Nakabayashi, Taketa, Miyano, Yamane, & Sato, 1982). Different cell line propagation in the medium of chemical compound has been done with the purpose of developing knowledge and facilitating treatment in the field of HCC disease. According to establishing results of mentioned cell lines, Huh7, with the capability of releasing essential cell growth factors and independency from medium serum, was distinguished as a cell line with distinct characteristics. These properties made it suitable for investigation about the regulatory mechanisms of gene expression across with, becoming the elected cell line for HCV (hepatitis c virus) (Bréchot, 1996) related cancer type studies.
Mahlavu (HHCM) cell line was originally taken from the human genome, but unexpectedly, it mostly made up of L1 repeat elements (HHCM NCBI, 2016). However, there is a research, which verifies oncogenic activity of Mahlavu after translation and transfection in to rat liver, and also describes the target cell transformation after being infected (Yang et al., 1990). Another study had been conducted for examining hepatitis B virus antigen expression level in HHCM. The medium investigation results had not shown any antigen secretion from Mahlavu cell lines, whereas the cytoplasmic region also had a very low amount of antigen (Oefinger, Bronson, & Dreesman, 1981).

Some firm work has been done by Haluk Yuzugullu and his group mates, regarding the disclosure of differences between HCC’s well and poorly differentiated cell lines and definition of their specific characteristics. For this reason, they focused on β-catenin mutations that relate with chromosomal consistency, high patient persistence and less tumor attack. These mutations are detectable in a group of HCC related cell lines, and activate a set of pathways known as canonical Wnt pathways (Yuzugullu et al., 2009) with responsibility of transferring the exterior signals to the cell inside for regulating gene transcription. Wnt pathways, which are categorized into three main groups named canonical, noncanonical and noncanonical planar cell polarity, are activated by receptor binding ligands to start their specialized task. Based on considering the activation of defined pathways in well-differentiated group and deactivation of them in the other, they specified the cell lines properties across with expression levels of canonical pathway genes and found their signaling activity.

The results support the hypothesis of canonical signaling pathway activation in well-differentiated subset, as their ligands expression is high for this group, whereas the noncanonical ligands are highly expressed in poorly-differentiated subsets and Wnt5a like ligands from noncanonical set act as an antagonist, preventing the canonical pathway activation. Also, according to comprehensive implementation of various markers they observed the loss of lineage and epithelial markers and overexpression of mesenchymal in poorly differentiated groups. Furthermore, the observations showed high movement and attack for this group, while the vice versa is true for huh7 and its group members. Researchers represented the canonical and noncanonical pathways complementarity as they relate to cancer start up and development processes, respectively.

In addition, they verified that the “well differentiated cell line type” expression for Huh7 represents its relation with cancer’s early stages as it can rarely be seen in advanced levels. Morphological traits of these cells are very similar to that of normal liver cells, hence their size is smaller and structural organization is totally different from normal ones. On the other hand, the poorly differentiated definition of Mahlavu declares its relation to advanced proliferation stages of cancer and implies multiform structure with low cytoplasm (Yuzugullu et al., 2009).
2.5 Next Generation Sequencing

DNA sequencing, the procedure of shaping the exact order of nucleotides, is remarkable in discovering disease treatment and developing research in the medical realm. Earlier methods of DNA sequencing were known for having low throughput and high cost that brought the idea of creating new techniques. Next generation sequencing by providing various methods like Ion Torrent, Sanger and Illumina, is used in different sequencing projects to satisfies the throughput problem and aims to reduce the costs (Buermans & den Dunnen, 2014).

Exome, the DNA protein coding part includes the whole RNAs of genomes and is sequenced in order to detect alterations involved in diseases. Although allocating a small portion of genome to itself, it consists of the highest number of variations leading to disruptions (Meynert, Ansari, FitzPatrick, & Taylor, 2014).

In contrast with Exome, Transcriptome (Frith, Pheasant, & Mattick, 2005) is a collection of RNAs in an appointed cell group. RNA sequencing, a subset of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), is a term used for transcriptome sequencing. The higher sample throughput of NGS with augmented base coverage of DNA sequencing, is suitable for dynamic nature of transcriptome and simplifies sequencing of the transcribed RNAs in a cell, to make available the potency, to look at post transcriptional modifications, the boundaries of exon/intron and changes in gene expression.

2.6 Mutect

Somatic point mutations detection is a critical phase of cancer recognition where different methods are designed for achieving success in the case. Methods varying in specificity and sensitivity make possible the selection of most appropriate way for this purpose. High sensitive methods are able to find more mutated regions, while the high specificity leads to reduction in error rate of counting healthy regions as the mutated ones. The simultaneous ascendancy of these properties provides the chance for precise and accurate detection of SNVs. Allelic fraction; another involved factor in detection method’s evaluation represents the frequency of a variant in the sample population. Infer from above definition very high sensitive tools are required in order to detect the mutations with low allelic fractions. On the other hand the sequence reading depth and coverage have a significant role in discovering the mutated regions. The first expression refers to each nucleotide's reading time in a sequence. For this reason deep sequencing or high reading depths leads to read numbers larger than the sequence length. The second expression represents the average read number of a nucleotide in a given sequence. As a result, deep sequencing and high coverage can support more confident and correct determining of variations (Cibulskis et al., 2013).
2.6.1 Methods evaluation

The downsampling and virtual tumor benchmarking methods are used in order to assess the efficiency of various mutation finding tools. Downsampling is a way for measuring the method’s performances, utilizing the read-sets driven from a data set, with primarily validated somatic mutations, until catching the desired coverage depth. The procedure’s read-set selection is random and valuable from the aspect of saving the original data’s allelic fraction, since, it eliminates the reads without attending to discover whether it carries the mutant allele or not. However, there are some deficiencies with the method like: 'limitation in the read set numbers', 'overestimating the sensitivity because of excluding the variants that are not originally distinguished' and 'disability in specificity assessment', which brings the idea of applying the virtual normal-tumor method to solve the problem.

This method’s process starts with creating the virtual normal and tumor samples from two separated sequenced data, belonging to a single normal sample. Each detected mutation of comparison result is a false positive since the prepared normal samples are not different and does not carry any mutation. After that, embedding a number of known mutations in primary virtual tumor sample creates a new tumor sample. As the embedded segments of tumor are precisely known, matching the results with normal sample assists in estimating the sensitivity of each detection method (Figure 2.3).

Comparing somatic mutation detection methods, Mutect with extremely high sensitivity even in low allelic fractions and approximately high specificity, was distinguished from others and became an outstanding tool for investigations in the field. These observations represent Strelka as a second reliable method for variant detection from the perspective of having high sensitivity in both high and low allelic fractions. JointSNVMix comes next by showing more sensitivity than Strelka in high fractions, but placing in the third place as a result of sensitivity descending in samples with low allelic fraction. SomaticSniper allocates the last rank to itself by showing the lowest sensitivity in both samples. Mutect is developed at Broad Institute using GenomeAnalysisToolkit, the software package for high throughput data analysis, to improve the sSNVs identification in next generation sequencing data of cancer genomes (Cibulskis et al., 2013).
Figure 2-3: Overview of virtual tumor approach.
2.6.2 Mutect processing steps and components

There are some essential elements need to be supplied as inputs of the system, to profit from Mutect analysis. The inputs consist of the reference genome, COSMIC (Forbes et al., 2009) dbSNP (Sherry et al., 2001) data, and two samples as normal and tumor. The reference is an organism genome’s fasta file, which is selected according to the origin of prepared normal and tumor samples with the aim of comparison. Catalog Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) is a database that contains all previously discovered variations relating with cancer genome processes. Either, the other input named dbSNP, provides the database for single nucleotide polymorphism to enable the separation of SNVs from the single nucleotide variation of a population with a high frequency. Finally the tumor and its matched normal data are used to find differences between altered and normal genome and recognize the somatic mutations from that of germline.

Mutect starts with preprocessing stage, continued with statistical analysis and ends with post processing function. The preprocessing involves the elimination of reads with low quality score representing the high error probability or the highly mismatched sites to prevent from noise in the sample. Statistical analysis begins with the purpose of determining sSNVs after primary operations. In this regard, first the tumor data is compared in mutated and reference site to find the altered regions and variation ratio of the sample. Then it checks the results by comparing the normal data with reference to verify that the predicted mutations are not in normal. To do so it uses Bayesian classifiers across with defining a threshold of each case. The cutoffs guarantee that the false positive rate is less than half of the somatic mutations rate.

\[
LOD_T = \log_{10}\left(\frac{P(\text{observed data in tumor}|\text{site is mutated})}{P(\text{observed data in tumor}|\text{site is reference})}\right)
\]

\[
LOD_T > \log_{10}(0.5 \times 10^{-6}) \approx 6.3
\]

\[
LOD_N = \log_{10}\left(\frac{P(\text{observed data in normal}|\text{site is reference})}{P(\text{observed data in normal}|\text{site is mutated})}\right)
\]

\[
LOD_N > \log_{10}(0.5 \times 10^{-2}) \approx 2.3
\]
In order to remove artifact mutations, post-processing is applied and wiped out suspected candidates using a number of filters. There are some common filters in all processes. LOD score (log odds) is the one that is previously illustrated. Next is patient contamination possibility that leads to elimination. Presence of candidates in dbSNP and not in COSMIC, causes the LOD\textsubscript{N} cutoff rise to that of dbSNP for prohibiting the germline variation’s count-in as somatic mutations by mistake. Further, passing more than one predicted mutation through the whole filters stimulates a filter named “Triallelic Site” as the mentioned case is almost impossible. In post-processing, additional filters are applied into detected mutations to get more confident results. Proximal Gap, Poor Mapping and Strand Bias are some of the involved filters in the mechanism which provide the confident outcomes (Cibulskis et al., 2013).

2.6.3 Mutect output

Mutect produces three files as Call-stats, containing the candidates, the wiggle, which shows the read coverage of the experimental data and a vcf in demanded cases. Coverage should be at least fourteen in tumor and eight in normal, to be in the acceptable range of sensitivity for variant calling. Call-stats is the main file with the list of mutations that gives very detailed information for each participant and can be selected partially according to the specific purpose of the users. If required, the prepared vcf file results show predicted mutations, which are placed in keep or rejected group.
CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Materials

This section includes the processing steps of Mutect and the required inputs for mutation detection analysis. The inputs’ preparation and related softwares are illustrated in detail.

3.1.1 Data Description

RNA-Seq data was obtained from treatment of liver cancer cells with Sorafenib or PI3K inhibitors (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3-1: Liver cancer treatment with Sorafenib or PI3K inhibitors.
In this study PI3Kα and β isoform inhibitors were used. The RNA-Seq data was provided by CANSYL laboratory ODTU. Huh7 and Mahlavu cell lines were treated in IC_{50} concentration for 48 hours with the following condition.

- Control (DMSO)
- Sorafenib (SOR)
- PI3Kα inhibitor (ALPHA)
- PI3Kβ inhibitor (BETA)
- Sorafenib with PI3Kα inhibitor (S_ALPHA)
- Sorafenib with PI3Kβ inhibitor (S_BETA)

3.1.2 Mutect

Mutect, a reliable method in detecting somatic mutations, is known to be an outstanding technique in the field because of special properties (such as high sensitivity even in low allelic fractions). Based on Bayesian classifier, Mutect acts very well in SNVs detection where, it requires a low number of supporting reads. Additionally, the tool’s applied filters guaranty the high specificity like other methods along with a remarkable sensitivity. To start with the process some prior procedures need to be done and downloading the .jar file from broad institute is what we started with. We used the MuTect-1.1.7 jar file for our work, which was accessible from GATK download page at https://www.broadinstitute.org/gatk/download/auth?package=MuTect. The required inputs were prepared continually after downloading the .jar file.

3.1.2.1 Normal vs. Tumor Data

One of the most important inputs of Mutect is tumor/normal data, which is supplied for comparison. The normal and tumor samples comparison is a considerable step in cancer studies that reveals the significant alterations and resistant mutations in disease cases. However, they are generally from the same individual to allow the separation of germline mutations and prevent error in somatic mutation detection. We have two Huh7 (HDMSO) and Mahlavu (MDMSO) cancer cell lines’ data in normal and their various drug treated forms in tumor group to detect the stable mutations and resistant genes after comparison (Table 3.1).
Table 3-1: Normal vs. Tumor in mutation detection. The normal group has HDMSO (Huh7) and MDMSO (Mahlavu) as untreated control samples. The tumor group includes the two samples’ treatment with different drug combinations where “S” and “SOR” stands for Sorafenib, ALPHA stands for PI3Kα inhibition and BETA stands for PI3Kβ inhibition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Tumor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO</td>
<td>H_ALPHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO</td>
<td>H_BETA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO</td>
<td>H_S_ALPHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO</td>
<td>H_S_BETA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO</td>
<td>HSOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO</td>
<td>M_ALPHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO</td>
<td>M_BETA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO</td>
<td>M_S_ALPHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO</td>
<td>M_S_BETA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO</td>
<td>MSOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2.2 HG19/GRCH37

Human genome is a complete set of nucleic acid sequence in Homo sapiens, which is made of two twisting, paired strands inhabit in 23 pairs of chromosomes within the nucleus. The complete sequencing of human genome is available in different releases and out of those we have chosen hg19, which is equal to grch37 from genome reference consortium (Church et al., 2011). Mutect requires reference (hg19) in fasta format, which displays the data in single-letter form with a brief description prior to the sequences. Hg19 fasta file is accessible online at different browsers such as http://genome.ucsc.edu/ and http://www.1000genomes.org/.
3.1.2.3 dbSNP

dbSNP represents the database of single nucleotide polymorphism and differs from SNV in frequency of occurrence. Although, there are some somatically mutated sites locating in this group. The database submission provides the easy access of Mutect to this collection and assists in correct detection of SNVs. dbsnp_132_b37.leftAligned.vcf.gz for hg19 is accessible online at [http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/](http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/).

3.1.2.4 COSMIC

COSMIC is the collection of somatic mutations, which are found previously. Investigating the database content during Mutect analysis prevents from wrong elimination of variants, existing in both dbSNP and COSMIC databases. The b37_cosmic_v54_120711.vcf, compatible with hg19, is accessible online at [http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/](http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/).

3.1.3 RefSeq

The Reference Sequence (RefSeq) collection provides a comprehensive, integrated, non-redundant, well-annotated set of sequences, including genomic DNA, transcripts, and proteins. RefSeq sequences form a foundation of medical, functional, and diversity studies (Pruitt, Brown, Tatusova, & Maglott, 2002). The data are available for many organisms of different clades. Various assemblies of organized data provide the facility to use the genome sequence in required version and serve a standard reference for intended analysis. In this survey, the assembly was settled on hg19 and the RefSeq data was obtained from “RefGene” table through the UCSC table browser. The output gives a detailed description of genes, including the chromosomal location, start-codon, range, strand and exon-frame. We implemented the produced information for classifying the candidate mutations as missense, nonsense or silent ones, writing a python code.

3.1.4 TopHat

Mutect requires the normal/tumor inputs in .bam file format. However, the raw data from laboratory was in fastq form, that we used a consistent method to perform the required conversion. The implemented tool should map the data to reference (hg19) to produce an acceptable result. Tophat (Trapnell, Pachter, & Salzberg, 2009), satisfying the needs, is an eligible tool for the work, which creates the bam files in an accurate way to feed into the Mutect. The implemented tool and its prerequisite softwares (boost, bowtie) were downloaded and installed from [https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml](https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml).
3.1.5 FastQC

FastQC (Andrews S., 2010) is a tool to check the quality of reads from high throughput data, acquired in fastq format. The analysis results in various statistical plots to expose low qualities and deficiencies by the read sets before starting the mutation detection analysis. From different created plots, the “per base sequence quality” informs us of the need for trimming or masking the reads, specifying the number and position of the bad reads. This software can be installed on the machine and run using simple codes. In addition, it is accessible online at galaxy (https://usegalaxy.org/), which provides the easy access for many analysis tools.

3.2 Method

Out of different techniques in the field, Mutect is known to be precise in low allelic fractions and has high sensitivity. Thus we decided to use Mutect as our leading program to determine somatic mutations. To use Mutect effectively, we need to prepare the default inputs for the program. Our data consist of two cell line types of liver cancer; one, HDMSO (Huh7) as well differentiated and second, MDMSO (Mahlavu) as poorly differentiated and their drug treated forms, including the treatment by Sorafenib, inhibiting α isoform, inhibiting β isoform and their mixture as sorafenib+PI3Kα inhibition, sorafenib+PI3Kβ inhibition which we got in .bam file format. The original data was in fastq format, which converted to bam, the only acceptable format of Mutect, using Tophat tool. Tophat creates bam files by mapping the fastq data to reference genome of the related organism - hg19 in our experiment - and requires some subsidiary softwares like Boost (Duffy & Bv, n.d.), Bowtie (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) and SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) to be able to process the files. We started with Tophat by downloading Boost, which was required for the first compiling. Subsequently bowtie was installed and indexed for the reference genome. SAMtools, the last complementary software with Tophat, should also be installed on the system in appropriate version suited for our purpose. The output of Tophat program is accepted_hits.bam from which we had 10, each for one of the Huh7, Mahlavu or their drug treated forms. After creating bam files we need to prepare the other input files; Mutect jar, hg19, COSMIC, dbSNP, which are obtainable from gatk forum. Hg19, our reference genome, should be in fasta format as required in Mutect. The related COSMIC and dbSNP files named b37_cosmic_v54_120711.vcf and dbsnp_132_b37.leftAligned.vcf.gz, respectively, are also downloaded from the mentioned forum. After preparing all inputs we started the program successfully and got the somatic mutations (Figure 3.2) (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3-2: Workflow of mutation detection.
3.2.1 Quality Control

The quality control analysis of Huh7 and Mahlavu data sets are primarily done to evaluate the read quality, GC content and adapter contamination. The analysis results were acceptable and the sequences were highly scored (from 28-40) in the green area (Figure 3.4) (for more details see Appendix A). Furthermore, the GC content comparison to a normal distribution plot passed the quality thresholds by revealing a smooth distribution over the length of all sequences. Getting check marks for all of the desired analysis, we crossed to mutation detection steps without any filtering changes.

Figure 3-3: Data and processing steps

Figure 3-4: Quality control analysis of H_ALPHA
3.2.2 Data Mapping using Tophat

TopHat is a spliced read mapper for RNA-Seq that uses Bowtie as a super speed short read aligner (Trapnell et al., 2009). TopHat identifies splice junctions without the demand for annotation from reference. TopHat forms a database of plausible splice junctions by applying primary mapping data to plot reads versus mentioned junctions to validate them.

Boost and Bowtie are the prerequisite programs to compile TopHat (for more details see Appendix B). It is also possible to use the compiled version on Linux. After finishing the compilation steps we can start the analysis with Tophat using the command below.

```
$tophat -G .gtf_file $bowtieindex/hg19 reads1.fq,reads2.fq
```

The gtf file used in the command line is the reference’s release data that we got from Gencode (Harrow et al., 2012). Gencode, the encyclopedia of genes and gene variants provides the facility of obtaining required information from accumulated reference gene-sets for human or mouse genomes. We used the current released data collection to get the related data for hg19 (GRCh37). Fastq1 and Fastq2, the paired_end reads of Illumina NGS, were acquired as primary data in laboratory. This data is used to get the precise results by sequencing from both left and right sides and aligning to the reference genome. Finally, Tophat output named “accepted_hits.bam” was saved in Tophat_out by default.

3.2.3 Data Preparation

Output bam files require further preparation to be acceptable by Mutect. One of the essential terms of input samples is denoting a read group for each read and specifying the read groups in the header. Read groups are defined with @RG sign, including critical information like applied platform, library type and sample name for processing. The read groups are assigned to specify the samples of related data and compensate variability from one sequencing run to the next. The read groups’ absence causes an error, which should be solved using an appropriate tool. We utilized Picard, the java-based command line tools’ pack, to deal with AddReadGroup error and correct deficiencies. In this work, Illumina was the applied platform, where the library in use was bar, the platform unit was 1 and the sample name was unique for each, appointed by considering the analyzed data. It is notable that we created new files for the outputs instead of overwriting the same bam files.
Another prerequisite of the system is to satisfy mapping conditions for karyotypically ordered reference. The lexicographical sorted inputs, led to inconveniences by submitting chromosomes in a contrary order with hg19. They require chromosome rearrangement from 1 to 22, followed by X, Y and M, respectively (though M can be the leading of the list instead). Because of getting an error with implication of “unmatched input with reference”, we implemented the ReorderSam tool from Picard to resort the bam files.

```
java -jar $ReorderSam.jar I=$accepted_hits01.bam O=$accepted_hits02.bam REFERENCE=$hg19.fasta
```

Settling down the bam file’s ordering problem, we got the incompatible contig error, relating to dbSNP and COSMIC, in the next step. In order to sort the vcf files according to the reference, the reordering process was done using vcfsorter.pl, which was downloaded and executed using hg19 dict file for mapping. Because the index of newly reordered vcf files are needed for Mutect analysis, their indices had been made using `tabix` command, continually.

```
Perl $vcfsorter.pl $hg19.dict $dbsnp.vcf > dbsnp.reordered.vcf
Perl $vcfsorter.pl $hg19.dict $cosmic.vcf > cosmic.reordered.vcf
tabix -p vcf dbsnp.reordered.vcf
tabix -p vcf cosmic.reordered.vcf
```

N_CIGAR_READS, another error of RNA-Seq data processing, can handle by allowing or filtering the reads. We allowed N cigars, which implies introns to analyze full RNA data. The -U phrase at the beginning of the command shows that it is an unsafe option. Although the existence of this sign is currently a supported option for RNA-Seq processing, the matter is still under development.

```
-U ALLOW_N_CIGAR_READS
```
Mutect requires a standard quality score (ASCII 33), which is defined considering the Sam/Bam specification. However, some methods result-in datasets with higher scores by encoding from ASCII 64. The argument for bug fix, exchanges the read scores with acceptable ones by subtracting 31 from each. Getting the related error, we had to use the command below as the program refuses to process without receiving the assumed quality scores.

```
-fxMisencodedQuals
```

### 3.2.4 Mutect

We run Mutect code after solving all problems and preparing input files correspond to the instructions. Including valuable information, "call-stats" and "wiggle" are the most significant output files among several results produced by Mutect. Wiggle contents represent the coverage depth of each read to verify their sufficient coverage in the samples. Call-stats (out.txt), the main output of the Mutect, transfers a vast amount of information by categorizing them under different fields. However, the results are very comprehensive and confusing that make the users to select the specific subsets, essential for their work.

```bash
```

Judgment is one of the fields in the result file, which informs us of keeping or ignoring the calls by specifying them with reject or keep labels. It was the first filter that we applied to remove the artifact mutations. After rejection process of nonessential calls, we kept those with "keep" label to find somatic mutation host genes and types. To do this, columns including the contig, position, context, ref_allele, alt_allele and dbSNP_site information were imported to a new excel file and utilized in codes named mutation type and gene name detection. “Contig” results refer to chromosomes, carrying mutations and “position” shows the exact location of candidates on the related chromosomes. Furthermore, “context” reveals the prior and following bases to the mutated regions from reference. Continually, the columns labeled with “ref_allele” and “alt_allele” represent the candidates before (reference) and after (mutant) alteration. Finally,
“dbSNP_site”, placed in the last column of our new file, classifies the candidates as dbSNP or novel mutations.

### 3.2.5 Gene Name Detection

In order to detect the origin of mutations, we wrote a python code and linked the candidates to their belonging genes. The Package named “PyEnsembl” was used in python to get the Ensembl reference genome information. PyEnsembl installation was done using “pip”, and after that the reference data were downloaded and installed in proper release (75) corresponding to hg19.

```python
pip install pyensembl
pyensembl install --release=[“release 75”] --species=[“human”]
```

PyEnsembl acts based on mapping the locus of candidates to the reference. After installation of required packages, the excel files were imported into python and essential columns for gene symbol detection, contig and position, were appended into a list. In the next step we created `for` loops to define separate lists for contigs and positions without labels. In order to prepare the data for gene analysis, position contents were defined as integer and “chr” signs were removed from contig lists. Finally, importing the PyEnsembl and using related reference data, we detected the genes responsible for mutations.

```python
import pyensembl
ensembl = pyensembl.EnsemblRelease(release=75)
genes = ensembl.genes_at_locus(contig= [“contig-number”], position= [“position-number”])
```

### 3.2.6 Mutations’ Type Detection

There are some methods like “SNPef” (http://snpeff.sourceforge.net/), “Gemini” (http://gemini.readthedocs.io/en/latest/content/installation.html#automated-installation) and “Varapp” (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/varapp-backend-py/1.0.1.2), which are available online for variant filtering. However, we used our own methodology.

Specifying the types of variants, resulted from Mutect analysis, is a major step toward detecting the significant mutations. For this purpose, primarily, the two different
combinations of codons, each for one of the reference and altered states, are gained by substitution of “x” character of “context” column with “ref_allele” and “alt_allele” columns’ content one by one. Since, “x” represents affected nucleotide by alterations, the two distinct sequence order belonging to mutated and reference sites, were formed after the replacement. However, it was essential to consider the reading frame of sequences to extract the right codons for comparison. The presence of three reading frames (0, 1, 2) for each of the positive and negative DNA strands, influences the nucleotides’ order and position in codons creation. Along with exchanging the reading direction in opposite strands, we appointed the first, second and third positions of codons for replaced characters in x by reading frames of 0, 1 and 2, respectively. RefSeq database, by containing the strand and reading frame data of sequences, specifies the reading direction and assists with defining the nucleotides position in codons (Figure 3.5). Additionally, we switched all of the A characters with ‘U’, ‘T’ with ‘A’, ‘C’ with ‘G’ and ‘G’ with ‘C’ to gain the RNA form of sequences (Figure 3.4).

![Figure 3-5: Workflow of mutation type detection](image-url)
For each mutations in each dataset
Take chromosome names and position columns and check the reference for match
If it matches then check the matches from reference for any possible pair sets of related strand {+,−} and reading frame {0, 1, 2}
Print out a list for each pair{(+0),(+1),(+2),(-0),(-1),(-2)}
Go back to one
If all of the mutations are checked end the program

The produced codons comparison was done to distinguish mutations, which result-in different amino acids production. We categorized the codons’ comparison results to nonsense, missense and silent groups by referring to DNA nucleotides table, which shows the coded amino acids.

```python
if amino_ref == 'Stop' or amino_alt == 'Stop':
    print ('Nonsense')
elif amino_ref == '_' and amino_alt == '_':
    print ('_')
elif amino_ref == amino_alt and amino_ref != '_' and amino_alt != '_':
    print('Silent')
else :
    print ('Missense')
```

3.2.7 Common Genes Detection

In order to detect the resistant mutations for applied drugs we compared missense subsets and found the common mutated genes in different treatments of Huh7 and Mahlavu cancer cell lines. The comparison of two cell line treatments was distinctly done, among five members of treatment groups. The genes high mutuality in the treatment lists refers to their high resistance. We investigated the existence of each gene and counted the exact number of their repetition in all treatments to find the high resistant genes in each group.
Figure 3-6: Flow chart of mutation type detection
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Each cancerous cell line’s comparison with its drug treated forms, using Mutect, revealed various mutations. Every compared set has a series of unique mutations, hence there are a number of shared ones between certain groups. Variations arise from treatment of Huh7 and Mahlavu cell lines with different drugs and refer to resistant genes, which alter to fight against the drugs’ fatal impacts. The genes that are common in most of the sets are very important, as they are the probable reasons of liver tumors’ perseverance and distribution. We tested different combinations of drug treatments to analyze their interactions and subsequently find the mutated and resistant genes in each treatment.

Table 4-1: Mutect results of Huh7 and Mahlavu compared to drug treated forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal &amp; Tumor</th>
<th># Mutation</th>
<th># Missense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO vs. H_ALPHA</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO vs. H_BETA</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO vs. H_S_ALPHA</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO vs. H_S_BETA</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMSO vs. HSOR</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO vs. M_ALPHA</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO vs. M_BETA</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO vs. M_S_ALPHA</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO vs. M_S_BETA</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMSO vs. MSOR</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMSO (control)
SOR: Sorafenib  ALPHA: PI3Kα inhibitor  BETA: PI3Kβ inhibitor
S_ALPHA: Sorafenib with PI3Kα inhibitor  S_BETA: Sorafenib with PI3Kβ inhibitor
4.1 Huh7 treatment

Mutations related to applied drugs on Huh7 cell line and their interactions are illustrated below.

4.1.1 PI3K-α and PI3K-β inhibition

Huh7 cancer cell line was treated by PI3K-α and PI3K-β’s activities inhibition, where α isoform’s inhibition led to 79 mutations and β isoform’s inhibition caused 90 gene alterations. The two sets had 3 genes in common which was PLEKHO1, LIMK2, RBM14, resisting to α and β isoforms disruption, and mutate whether with PI3K-α or PI3K-β inhibition. PLEKHO1 may involve in actin capping protein (CP) phosphorylation and thereby regulate the actin cytoskeleton. Moreover, it behaves as a tumor suppressor to inhibit tumor growth by representing negative regulation effect on cell proliferation. The other common genes, LIMK2 participates in phosphorylation process and RBM14, depending on isoform type, acts as transcriptional repressor or nuclear receptor co-activator (Figure 4.1) (Table 4.2).

4.1.2 Sorafenib, PI3K-α inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition

We treated Huh7 with Sorafenib, PI3K-α inhibition and their mixture in order to compare the targeted drugs’ effect on this cancer cell line and find out how they interact with each other in combined treatments. Where Sorafenib usage by itself leads to 54 and PI3K-α inhibition results in 79 mutations, their combination sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition exhibits 77 mutations in Huh7 cell line treatment. PI3K-α inhibition and Sorafenib has 5 and 6 genes in common with their combined form, respectively. However, there is not any mutual mutated gene in therapies with pure drugs, and subsequently there is no shared mutation among these three therapeutic methods. Presence of common genes between drugs and their combined forms (but not single treatments) represents the creation of a totally different substance, having mutual genes with its constitutive parts. However, the interaction does not provide an improved treatment, that even we could not get the Sorafenib treatment results, though the outcome is a bit better than treatment with PI3K-α inhibition, exclusively (Figure 4.2) (Table 4.3).
Figure 4-1: Interaction related to Huh7; PI3K-α inhibition and PI3K-β inhibition

Table 4-2: Common survival mutations in Huh7 treatment with PI3K-α and PI3K-β inhibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Genes</th>
<th>UniProtKB</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Organism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLEKHO1</td>
<td>Q53GL0</td>
<td>Pleckstrin homology domain-containing family O member1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMK2</td>
<td>P53671</td>
<td>LIM domain kinase 2</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBM14</td>
<td>Q96PK6</td>
<td>RNA-binding protein 14</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-2: Interaction related to Huh7; Sorafenib, PI3K-α inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition.
4.1.3 Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition

The other drug combination applied for Huh7 was sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition, which encountered with 58 resistant genes, where the individual treatment with Sorafenib had 54 and PI3K-β inhibition had 90 survived genes, unaffected by that specific drug. Like previously illustrated Sorafenib combination with α isoform disruption, this new combination of Sorafenib with PI3K-β inhibition did not lead to descent in survived genes in comparison with solely treatment with Sorafenib. And hence, it was not a very beneficial method as one PI3K isoform’s inhibition can activate the other isoform for signal conduction. PI3K-β inhibition, Sorafenib and their mixture have one survived gene in common named SLC39A5, which is resistant to all of the three mentioned therapies. SLC39A5 is a member of the ZIP family (zinc transporters) that conducts zinc (the vital cofactor of transcription enzymes and other functions) from outside into the cell. Variations in this gene lead to critical defects. Additionally, it participates in eye development and plays a role in TGF signaling pathway regulation (Figure 4.3) (Table 4.3).

4.2 Mahlavu Treatment

Mutations related to applied drugs on Mahlavu cell line and their interactions are illustrated below.

4.2.1 PI3K-α and PI3K-β inhibition

We treated Mahlavu, the poorly differentiated liver cancer cell line by inhibiting PI3K-α and PI3K-β isoforms one by one and obtained 92 resistant genes for the first and 78 resistant genes for the latter treatment. Out of these CTC-512J12.4 and FRG1 are mutual in survived genes’ list of both methods. CTC-512J12.4 is the zinc finger protein ZNF229 (ZNF229) mRNA that originally found in human. ZNF229 is probably a participant of transcriptional regulators and functions in DNA binding. FRG1 gene is coding for a protein that regulates exons splicing in pre-mRNA, transports mRNAs and acts in rRNA processing. Furthermore, it attends as a regulator in muscle development and related alterations in severe muscle diseases (Figure 4.4) (Table 4.4).
Figure 4-3: Interaction related to Huh7; Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition

Table 4-3: Common survival mutations in Huh7 treatment with Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Genes</th>
<th>UniProtKB</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Organism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLC39A5</td>
<td>Q6ZMH5</td>
<td>Zinc transporter ZIP5</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-4: Interaction related to Mahlavu; PI3K-α inhibition and PI3K-β inhibition

Table 4-4: Common survival mutations in Mahlavu treatment with PI3K-α and PI3K-β inhibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Genes</th>
<th>UniProtKB</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Organism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>FRG1</em></td>
<td>Q14331</td>
<td>Protein <em>FRG1</em></td>
<td><em>Homo sapiens</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>CTC-512J12.4</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><em>Homo sapiens</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Sorafenib, PI3K-α inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition

Mahlavu cell line treatment with PI3K-α inhibition, Sorafenib and sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition had 92, 65 and 116 survived genes, respectively. Higher number of mutated genes in Mahlavu combined treatment displayed the negative interaction between drugs, which increases resistant genes in the targeted cancer cell line. PI3K-α inhibition has 4 genes in common with each of the two other methods where, Sorafenib and sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition have just three mutual genes. In total they have two survived genes in common; 1) PPHLNI, one of the shared genes among all methods, is a component of a multi-protein complex, and acts in some cells keratinization process to replace the cytoplasm with keratin. It also presents as co-repressor in transcription regulating processes of the cells. 2) FRG1, the second shared gene of whole comparison is explained previously, which also existed in common genes list of PI3K’s α and β isoforms inhibition (Figure 4.5) (Table 4.5).

4.2.3 Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition

Last treatment comparison of Mahlavu was among Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and their combination. The first treatment had 78 unaffected genes where the combined cure decreased this number to 72. Sorafenib with the least number of mutations (65 genes) obtained the highest effectiveness rate of treatment in this comparison. Each therapy method has some shared genes with others but they totally have 3 genes known as CTC-512J12.4, PPHLNI and SRP9 in common that are preserved in all treatments. CTC-512J12.4 and PPHLNI are repetitive from previous treatments. SRP9 produce an RNA binding protein, which interacts with signal recognition particles and participates in protein secretion into the membrane to regulate the membrane function (Figure 4.6) (Table 4.6).

4.3 Outcome

As a summation, it is notable that FRG1 exists in all of the Mahlavu treatments and two Huh7 treatments (Sorafenib and its combination with PI3K-β’s inhibition). CTC-512J12.4 and PPHLNI come next by being resistant to all treatments except one. And in the end SRP9 stays in the third rank showing resistance to three of the mentioned therapies.
Figure 4-5: Interaction related to Mahlavu; Sorafenib, PI3K-α inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition

Table 4-5: Common survival mutations in Mahlavu treatment with Sorafenib, PI3K-α inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-α inhibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Genes</th>
<th>UniProtKB</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Organism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRG1</td>
<td>Q14331</td>
<td>Protein FRG1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPHLN1</td>
<td>Q8NEY8</td>
<td>Periphilin-1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-6: Interaction related to Mahlavu; Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition

Table 4-6: Common survival mutations in Mahlavu treatment with Sorafenib, PI3K-β inhibition and Sorafenib+PI3K-β inhibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Genes</th>
<th>UniProtKB</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Organism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRG1</td>
<td>Q14331</td>
<td>Protein FRG1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC-512J12.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP9</td>
<td>P49458</td>
<td>Signal recognition particle 9 kDa</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Summary

In this project, we aimed to find and investigate the involved genes in Hepatocellular Carcinoma that assist the tumor tissue in surviving, progressing and spreading to other parts of the body, acquiring some special traits. In this regard, frequently mutated genes were detected by comparing the applied treatments’ on HCC related cancerous samples. The relation of target cell line with common mutations of all treatments was interpreted, considering the survived genes’ roles and characteristics in the body. Normal cell’s function is under the supervision of different regulators to preserve the biological system discipline and stability. In contrast, the activity of regulating factors is suppressed or circumvented in cancerous cells to get the capability of proliferating uncontrollably, independent from all limitative factors. As a whole, a number of general principles fulfillment, considered as cancer fundamentals, is required for categorizing the abnormal tissues as cancerous ones. Mentioned principles are actually cancer’s essential traits, which were originally classified in six groups as sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth suppressors, resisting cell death, enabling replicative immortality, inducing angiogenesis, and activating invasion and metastasis (Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011). In addition, newly established two enabling characteristics called “inflammation” and “genomic instability” along with emerging characteristics as “avoiding immune destruction” and “deregulating cellular energetics” have been developed the domain of cancer hallmarks.

Cancer cells maintain proliferating capability by producing growth signals and increasing related receptors to become independent from regulating growth factors. Additional to limited growth signals, the antigrowth factors, which prevent the cells growth in unusual conditions, are also disrupted in tumor tissues to get the chance for irregular dividing. The other barrier for cell division is apoptosis, which causes cells to die as a result of morphological changes, whereas the cancerous cells are able to rescue and stay alive by getting resistance to this habitual process. In contrast to normal cells, cancerous cells are also capable of infinutive replication as their chromosome telomereres, the division supporters, are maintained and not truncated with cell division. The next
trait facilitating cancer activity is the formation of new feeding vessels for nutrients provision in tumor’s required amount. The defined function, known as angiogenesis, is conducted through specific growth factors and assists the spread of tumor domains by carrying the pioneer seeds to other parts of the body (metastasis). Later, two stated features of cancer reveal the mutated cells’ effect on rearrangement of metabolism corresponding to their desires. They escape from clutches of immune system suppressors by abusing their inflammatory responses in favor of progression.

Figure 5-1: Hallmarks of cancer. The six original cancer hallmarks and established enabling and emerging characteristics in 2011 (Adapted from Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011).

We investigated each detected gene in detail and inferred from remarkably exhibited cancerous characteristics (Table 5.1), we verified their interference in Hepatocellular Carcinoma.

Supported by Ryan D. Wuebbles et al (2009) FSHD region gene (FRG1), the explicitly resistant gene of all Mahlavu treatments, is crucial for angiogenesis and linked to vasculature development. This muscular dystrophy related gene is mainly observable in
patients with vascular disordering that the gene knockdown leads to decrease in angiogenesis. As previously illustrated, angiogenesis is one of the essential hallmarks of cancer. In cancer condition, the FRG1 gene, containing this specificity, is overexpressed to increase angiogenesis for oxygen supply and maintenance. Additionally, at recent international liver cancer association conference, FRG1 is reported as one of the novel targets for therapeutic affairs of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA) (“IMISCOE 9th Annual Conference,” 2015; Wuebbles, Hanel, & Jones, 2009).

PPHLN1, common among four Mahlavu treatment results, is the other survived gene, which displays its biological function by applying regularity effects on transcription. Periphilin-1 (PPHLN1) is also known as CDC7 expression repressor (CR) and Gastric cancer antigen Ga50. CDC7 is a participant in DNA replication, which is repressed by PPHLN1 overexpression. Subsequently, CDC7 down-regulation leads to S phase interruption and captures its progression. This mechanism is induced by some anti-cancer drugs like Hydroxyurea to inhibit DNA replication (Kurita et al., 2004). Further, Jie Wang et al investigation about autoantibodies’ relation with basal-like breast cancer resulted-in 13 anti-bodies secretion including PPHLN1. These remarkable antibodies are observable in cancer condition and in comparison to control samples they seem like valuable targets for therapeutic purposes. As a conclusion, these declaration reveal the relation of PPHLN1 with breast and gastric cancers (Wang et al., 2015).

CTC is the ZNf229 partial coding sequence, which appears as a resistant gene in four Mahlavu treatments. ZNF229, the Zinc finger protein 229, is a DNA binding protein and biologically acts as transcription regulator. In Haijun Gong et al’s survey “the detection of effective pathways and genes in pancreatic cancer”, four signaling pathways and 15 genes’ direct relation with the disease has revealed. DNA-dependent transcription pathway is one of the participants, including six various genes like ZNF229, ensures the development of pancreatic related tumors. As a result of this experiment most of the zinc finger family members deal with disordering caused by kidney and pancreas cancer (Gong, Wu, & Clarke, 2014).

The signal recognition particle 9 kDa protein (SRP9) is the other discussable survived gene, being shared among three Mahlavu treatments. SRP9 conducts the process of protein targeting to membrane during translation. Jung-hyun Rho et al survey in 2008 with the purpose of detecting effective biomarkers in cancer therapy demonstrates the up-regulation of SRP9 in colorectal adenocarcinoma (Rho, Qin, Wang, & Roehrl, 2008). They also refer to Yuefang Liu et al survey in 2007, which verifies the SRP9 mRNA up-regulation in hepatocellular carcinomas to involve in different processes like transcription. They interpret the particular increase of membrane protein synthesis as an inevitable action correspond to higher metabolic activities in neoplastic cells (Liu et al., 2007).

Similar as FRG1 in Mahlavu treatment, SLC39A5 possesses the highest rate of resistance to Huh7 applied drugs, shared among three treatment results. SLC39A5, the zing transporter ZIP5, with regulatory effect on TGF beta signaling pathway supports its
intense anti-proliferating activities and assists pathway’s tumor suppressing duty. In progressive cancer stages the growth suppressing activity of TGF beta pathway can switch to tumor cells’ proliferation activator (Guo et al., 2014; Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011). Jin J et al survey (2015) is another experiment, which verifies the importance of SLC39A5 in cancer treatment, indicating the significant inhibitory effect of ZIP5 knockdown on esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC). Gene alteration leads to disturbance in proliferation that various gene-expression determining methods state the highest level of ZIP5 expression in ESCC and lowest amount of it in normal tissues. It also mentions the 28 and 38% reduction in proliferation rate, according to the MTT and CCK-8 assays, respectively (Jin J et al., 2015). In addition Benjamin P. Weaver et al reported the participation of ZIP4, another member of zinc transporter family, in HCC by inhibiting the cell death, enhancing cell cycle and finally increasing the invasion ability of cancerous cells. As a result the gene knockdown leads to apoptosis and returns the stability back to the cells (Weaver et al., 2010).

FRG1 is the most remarkable gene, which is shared in seven data sets out of ten. This gene is also known as one of the driver genes in Prostate adenocarcinoma. Besides FRG1, CTTN and CDC27, which are common between two data sets, act as drivers in Lung squamous cell carcinoma and Prostate adenocarcinoma, respectively (Chang et al., 2013).

Table 5-1: Significant genes' relation with different cancers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRG1</td>
<td>• Resistant gene of all Mahlavu treatments and two Huh7 treated samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Crucial for angiogenesis and linked to vasculature development (Wuebbles, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A novel target for intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA) treatment (“IMISCOE, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Driver gene in Prostate adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPHLN1</td>
<td>• Common among four Mahlavu treatment results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Regulate transcription, CDC7 expression repressor, Gastric cancer antigen (Kurita, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A secreted antibody in basal-like breast cancer and a therapeutic target (Wang, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>• ZNF229 partial coding sequence, resistant gene in four Mahlavu treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Effective in pancreatic cancer as a component of DNA-dependent transcription pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ZNF family members deal with disordering by kidney and pancreas cancer (Gong, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP9</td>
<td>• Shared among three Mahlavu treatments, protein targeting to membrane during translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Effective biomarker in cancer therapy, up-regulation in colorectal adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Up-regulation in hepatocellular carcinomas to involve in different processes (Rho, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC39A5</td>
<td>• Highest rate of resistance to Huh7 applied drugs, shared among three treatment results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Zing transporter, Tumor suppressor, switch to proliferation activator in cancer (Guo, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inhibitory effect of ZIP5 knockdown on esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (Jin, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ZIP4 participates in HCC by inhibiting the cell death (Weaver, 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More detailed investigation reveals the critical alterations, which transform the type of amino acids in significant mutations (Figure 5.2). FRG1, the common survived gene of whole Mahlavu and some of the Huh7 applied treatments, includes the amino acid changes from Leucine, Glycine, Arginine and Phenylalanine to Glutamine, Valine, Histidine and Serine, respectively. Amino acids are categorized in different groups according to their side-chains and charges. The main alterations result in coding new amino acids, where their types are different from the initial ones. It is observable that mutations in FRG1 generally switched the hydrophobic side-chain to polar amino acids. However, the FRG1 results contain another type of mutation, which alters Glycine, a special case with just hydrogen in its R group position, to an amino acid with hydrophobic side chain (Valine). The mutation in PPHLN1 leads to change from Leucine to Isoleucine, which is observable in four Mahlavu treatments. The affected amino acid in CTC mutation is Serine with polar uncharged side-chain. Serine switches to Glycine (a special case) as a result of all Mahlavu applied treatments except one. SRP9 mutations represent the change from a polar amino acid, Serine, to a one from the special cases group, Proline, as an effect of three Mahlavu treatment compounds. In addition the change from Phenylalanine to Leucine is detected in one of the Mahlavu’s treated cases. The SLC39A5 mutation displays the change from Serine to Proline in three huh7 treatments like SRP9 in Mahlavu treatments.

**FRG1, Position:** chr4:190876293

![Glycine (Gly/G) → Valine (Val/V)](image)

**PPHLN1, Position:** chr12:42787447

![Leucine (Leu/L) → Isoleucine (Iso/I)](image)

**SRP9, Position:** chr1:225974645 and chr1:225974644

![Serine (Ser/S) → Proline (Pro/P)](image)

**CTC, Position:** chr19:44917819

![Serine (Ser/S) → Glycine (Gly/G)](image)

**SLC39A5, Position:** chr12:56629409

![Serine (Ser/S) → Proline (Pro/P)](image)

Figure 5-2: Mutations effect on amino acid changes
5.2 Future Direction

There are many genes in HCC that are involved in resistance to various treatments. Differential gene expression is a way to evaluate the impact of these genes on disease progression. In this study, we have used an approach, which involves chemical knockdown by various Akt Pathway inhibitors. The mutated genes that we identified during the chemical knockdown studies can be further studied in gene expression vs. patient survival data. As shown in Figure 5.3, FRG1 gene expression can be exploited more in detail in clinics for a patient follow-up, because we found the frg1 gene mutations are correlated with liver cancer under drug treatments.
In efficacy validation, the genes with highest survival rank (resistant to most of the applied treatments) are the most remarkable genes and have the priority for investigation. The candidate genes that are found in this study can be exploited in therapeutic response in patients. The significant genes with their specific survival mutations can then be used as biomarkers for the planning and the follow-up of treatment in liver cancer as well as other cancers.

Furthermore online databases such as “TCGA” (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/), “METABRIC” (https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn1688369/wiki/27311) and “CCLE” (http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/cprg/?q=node/11), can be used for identifying genes related with survival from the list of genes detected in table 4.1 in addition to the selected genes in table 5.1.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

QUALITY CONTROL RESULTS

Figure A.1: Per base sequence quality in A) H-BETA, B) H-S-ALPHA, C) H-S-BETA
Figure A.2: Per base sequence quality in D) H-SOR, E) M-ALPHA, F) M-BETA, G) M-S-ALPHA
Figure A.3: Per base sequence quality in H) M-S-BETA, I) M-SOR, J) HDMSO, K) MDMSO
APPENDIX B

TOPHAT COMPILATION

We need to download and install boost libraries to initiate the tophat procedure. Version 1.59 is selected and installed according to requested instructions. First, in order to install and build the boost we downloaded and made a specific directory for it. Running the codes below gave us the Boost.Build to develop our system.

```
./bootstrap.sh
./b2 install
b2 --build-dir="[“The-directory-where-boost-builds”] toolset=
[“toolset-name”] stage
```

In addition, using touch command and defining the path in the shell we saved the installation path on the system to prevent any probable disruption in finding boost built file by Tophat. In the next step we downloaded and installed Tophat in the same directory with boost. The default directories are set to be local/bin directory.

```
./configure --with-boost=/path/to/boost_prefix_dir
```

With configure command we specify the needed directory for installation and with “with-boost” we specify the path needed for our installed boost. Now we run Tophat installation with following commands.

```
make
make install
```

The other required program, Bowtie is also downloaded and installed like pervious steps in the same directory. All the paths consisting boost, Tophat and Bowtie should be defined to the computer so that the program work in a harmony. In addition Bowtie must be indexed to our reference genome, which is downloadable from iGenomes.
C.1 Gene Name Detection

```python
output = []
import pyensembl
ensemb1 = pyensembl.EnsemblRelease()

f = open('mutect driven data') #open the file in read universal mode
for line in f:
    cells = line.split( "," ) #comma separated file
    output.append( ( cells[ 1 ], cells[ 2 ] ) ) #since we want the first and the second columns(contig & position)

f.close()
list1 = []
list2 = []

for i in range (1, len(output)): #for first column(contig row number)
    con = output[i][0]
    list1.append(con)

for j in range (1, len(output)): #for second column(position row number)
    pos = output[j][1]
    list2.append(pos)

list2 = [int(i) for i in list2] # list2 items as integer

list1 = ' '.join(list1).replace('chr','').split() #remove chr phrase from list1 items
#print list1

list3 = []
import pyensembl
ensemb1 = pyensembl.EnsemblRelease(release=75) #use hg19(release=75)
for i in range (0, len(list1)): #dont have titles anymore
    genes = ensemb1.genes_at_locus(contig= list1[i], position= list2[i]) #give contig & position to ensembl
    print genes
```
C.2 Mutation Type Detection

di = []
h = open( 'RefSeq data' ) #refseq data from ucsc, keep CDS rows only(remove exon rows)
for line in h:
    cells = line.split( "\," )
    di.append( ( cells[ 0 ], cells[ 1 ], cells[ 2 ], cells[ 3 ],
    cells[ 4 ] ) )
h.close()

d = []
for i in range (1, RefSeq Data Length): #row number of the file
    d.append([ di[i][ 0 ], di[i][ 1 ], di[i][ 2 ], di[i][ 3 ],
    di[i][ 4 ] ] )

output = []
f = open( 'mutect data' ) #open csv file of mutect result for
mv_mvalpha
for line in f:
    cells = line.split( "\," )
    output.append( ( cells[ 0 ], cells[ 1 ], cells[ 2 ], cells[ 3 ],
    cells[ 4 ], cells[ 5 ] ) )
f.close()

list1 = []
n = 1
j = 3
for i in range(1,len(output)):
    text = (output[i][j]) #get the file "context" labeled column
    which includes 7 characters
    text2 = (list (text))
    if n in range(1,len(output)):
        text2 [3] = (output[n][4]) #put the content of
"ref" labeled column instead of "context" x character
    X1 = text2
    list1.append(X1)

list2 = []
n = 1
j = 3
for i in range(1,len(output)):
    text3 = (output[i][j]) #get the file "context" column
    which includes 7 characters
    text4 = (list (text3))
    if n in range(1,len(output)):
        text4 [3] = (output[n][5]) #put the content of
"context" x character
    X1 = text4
    list2.append(X1)
"alt" column in "context" x character

\[ X2 = \text{text4} \]
list2.append(X2)

result1 =[]
for i in range (0, len(list1)):#we dont have labels anymore
    result1.append( [ list1[i][ 1 ], list1[i][ 2 ], list1[i][ 3 ], list1[i][ 4 ], list1[i][ 5 ] ] ) #remove the first and last characters from "context" column since we dont need them for this operation
    i += 1
result2 =[]
for i in range (0, len(list2)):
    result2.append( [ list2[i][ 1 ], list2[i][ 2 ], list2[i][ 3 ], list2[i][ 4 ], list2[i][ 5 ] ] ) #remove the first and last characters from "context" column since we dont need them for this operation
    i += 1

for i in range (0, len(result1)): # convert T to A, C to G, G to C, A to U as we have RNA
    if result1[i][0] == 'T':
        result1[i][0] = 'A'
    elif result1[i][0] == 'C':
        result1[i][0] = 'G'
    elif result1[i][0] == 'G':
        result1[i][0] = 'C'
    elif result1[i][0] == 'A':
        result1[i][0] = 'U'
    if result1[i][1] == 'T':
        result1[i][1] = 'A'
    elif result1[i][1] == 'C':
        result1[i][1] = 'G'
    elif result1[i][1] == 'G':
        result1[i][1] = 'C'
    elif result1[i][1] == 'A':
        result1[i][1] = 'U'
    if result1[i][2] == 'T':
        result1[i][2] = 'A'
    elif result1[i][2] == 'C':
        result1[i][2] = 'G'
    elif result1[i][2] == 'G':
        result1[i][2] = 'C'
    elif result1[i][2] == 'A':
        result1[i][2] = 'U'
if result1[i][3] == 'T':
    result1[i][3] = 'A'
elif result1[i][3] == 'C':
    result1[i][3] = 'G'
elif result1[i][3] == 'G':
    result1[i][3] = 'C'
elif result1[i][3] == 'A':
    result1[i][3] = 'U'
if result1[i][4] == 'T':
    result1[i][4] = 'A'
elif result1[i][4] == 'C':
    result1[i][4] = 'G'
elif result1[i][4] == 'G':
    result1[i][4] = 'C'
elif result1[i][4] == 'A':
    result1[i][4] = 'U'
i += 1
# print(result1, '
')
# The same thing has done for result2
ch_name = []
pos_num = []
list3 = []
list4 = []
listi = []
for i in range (1, len(output)):
    con = output[i][1]  # put contig column index in the con
    ch_name.append(con)
for j in range (1, len(output)):
    pos = output[j][2]  # put position column index in the pos
    pos_num.append(pos)
c = 1
for i in range (0, len(ch_name)):
    ch = ch_name[i]
    po = pos_num[i]
    for j in range (0, RefSeq Data Length):  # compare each item's
        contig and position with refseq to find it's location and read
        order
            c += 1
            if d[j][0] == ch and d[j][1] <= po and d[j][2] >= po:
                if d[j][3] == '+':
if d[j][4] == '0\n':
    list3.append([result1[i][2], result1[i][3],
                  result1[i][4]])
    list4.append([result2[i][2], result2[i][3],
                  result2[i][4]])
    listi.append(i)
    break
elif d[j][4] == '1\n':
    list3.append([result1[i][1], result1[i][2],
                  result1[i][3]])
    list4.append([result2[i][1], result2[i][2],
                  result2[i][3]])
    listi.append(i)
    break
else:
    list3.append([result1[i][0], result1[i][1],
                  result1[i][2]])
    list4.append([result2[i][0], result2[i][1],
                  result2[i][2]])
    listi.append(i)
    break
else:
    if d[j][4] == '0\n':
        list3.append([result1[i][4], result1[i][3],
                      result1[i][2]])
        list4.append([result2[i][4], result2[i][3],
                      result2[i][2]])
        listi.append(i)
        break
    elif d[j][4] == '1\n':
        list3.append([result1[i][3], result1[i][2],
                      result1[i][1]])
        list4.append([result2[i][3], result2[i][2],
                      result2[i][1]])
        listi.append(i)
        break
    else:
        list3.append([result1[i][2], result1[i][1],
                      result1[i][0]])
        list4.append([result2[i][2], result2[i][1],
                      result2[i][0]])
        listi.append(i)
        break

print (len(listi))  # we find its length to know the number of
                   # values we got from refseq

for i in range (0, len(listi)):  # put listi length number
# do this operation after finding the len((listi))
print (listi[i])

list_ref1 = []
for i in range (0, len(listi)):
    ref_res = (''.join(list3[i])) #join each 3 chr in ref list
    i += 1
    list_ref1.append(ref_res)
for i in range (0, len(listi)):
    print (list_ref1[i])

list_alt1 = []
for i in range (0, len(listi)):
    alt_res = (''.join(list4[i])) #join each 3 chr in alt list
    i += 1
    list_alt1.append(alt_res)
for i in range (0, len(listi)):
    print (list_alt1[i])

listi_new = []  #run this part after executing the
previous step
k = 0
for i in range (1,length of listi):  #from first value to last
    value of listi
    if listi[k] != i: #if a number is in list1 append it to
    listi_new, otherwise append _
        listi_new.append('_')
    else:
        listi_new.append(listi[k])
    k += 1
for i in range (1,length of listi): #print listi_new
    print (listi_new[i])

listi = []
list_ref = []
list_alt = []

m = open('Codon List')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( "","")
    listi.append( ( cells[ 4 ] ) ) #row number which include
mutation
list_ref.append( ( cells[ 2 ] ) )  # ref codon list
list_alt.append( ( cells[ 3 ] ) )  # alt codon list
m.close()

n = 0
for i in listi:
    listi[n] = i.replace('\n', ' ')
n += 1

list_ref_new = []
j = 0
for i in range (0, len(listi)):
    if listi[i] == '_':  
        list_ref_new.append('_')
    else:
        list_ref_new.append(list_ref[j])
    j += 1
for i in range (0, Codon List Length):
    print (list_ref_new[i])

list_alt_new = []
j = 0
for i in range (0, Codon List Length):
    if listi[i] == '_':  
        list_alt_new.append('_')
    else:
        list_alt_new.append(list_alt[j])
    j += 1
for i in range (0, Codon List Length):
    print (list_alt_new[i])

list3 = []  
# start this part after finishing the previous part
list4 = []

m = open('Ordered Codon List')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( ""," ")
    list3.append( ( cells[ 5 ] ) )  # ref codon list
m.close()

m = open('Ordered Codon List')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( ""," ")
    list4.append( ( cells[ 6 ] ) )  # alt codon list
m.close()
list3_new = []
list4_new = []
for i in range (0, len(list3)):
    j = list3 [i]
    list3_new.append(j)
    l = list4 [i]
    list4_new.append(l)
n = 0
for i in list4_new:
    list4_new[n] = i.replace(\'\n\'', '')
n += 1

codon_lookup = {
    (\'AUU\'): 'Ile',
    (\'AUC\'): 'Ile',
    (\'AUA\'): 'Ile',
    (\'CUU\'): 'Leu',
    (\'CUC\'): 'Leu',
    (\'CUA\'): 'Leu',
    (\'CUG\'): 'Leu',
    (\'UUA\'): 'Leu',
    (\'UUG\'): 'Leu',
    (\'GUU\'): 'Val',
    (\'GUC\'): 'Val',
    (\'GUA\'): 'Val',
    (\'GUG\'): 'Val',
    (\'UUU\'): 'Phe',
    (\'UUC\'): 'Phe',
    (\'AUG\'): 'Met',
    (\'UGU\'): 'Cys',
    (\'UGC\'): 'Cys',
    (\'GCU\'): 'Ala',
    (\'GCC\'): 'Ala',
    (\'GCA\'): 'Ala',
    (\'GCG\'): 'Ala',
    (\'GGU\'): 'Gly',
    (\'GGC\'): 'Gly',
    (\'GGA\'): 'Gly',
    (\'GGG\'): 'Gly',
    (\'CCU\'): 'Pro',
    (\'CCC\'): 'Pro',
    (\'CCA\'): 'Pro',
    (\'CCG\'): 'Pro',
    (\'ACU\'): 'Thr',
    (\'ACC\'): 'Thr',
    (\'ACA\'): 'Thr',
    (\'ACG\'): 'Thr',}
('UCU'): 'Ser',
('UCC'): 'Ser',
('UCA'): 'Ser',
('UCG'): 'Ser',
('AGU'): 'Ser',
('AGC'): 'Ser',
('UAU'): 'Tyr',
('UAC'): 'Tyr',
('UGG'): 'Trp',
('CAA'): 'Gin',
('CAG'): 'Gin',
('AAU'): 'Asn',
('AAC'): 'Asn',
('CAU'): 'His',
('CAC'): 'His',
('GAA'): 'Glu',
('GAG'): 'Glu',
('GAU'): 'Asp',
('GAC'): 'Asp',
('AAA'): 'Lys',
('AAG'): 'Lys',
('CGU'): 'Arg',
('CGC'): 'Arg',
('CGA'): 'Arg',
('CGG'): 'Arg',
('AGA'): 'Arg',
('AGG'): 'Arg',
('UAA'): 'Stop',
('UAG'): 'Stop',
('UGA'): 'Stop',
('_'): '_',
}

for i in range(0, len(list3)):
    ref = list3_new[i]
    alt = list4_new[i]
    amino_ref = (codon_lookup.get(ref))
    amino_alt = (codon_lookup.get(alt))
    if amino_ref == 'Stop' or amino_alt == 'Stop':
        print ('Nonsense')
    elif amino_ref == '_' and amino_alt == '_':
        print ('_')
    elif amino_ref == amino_alt and amino_ref != '_' and
        amino_alt != '_':
        print ('Silent')
    else :
        print ('Missense')
    i += 1
C.3 Common Genes Detection

hal = []
hbe = []
hsal = []
hsbe = []
hsor = []

m = open('Missense Results of H-ALPHA')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( "," ,)
    hal.append( ( cells[ 0 ]))
m.close()

m = open('Missense Results of H-BETA')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( "," ,)
    hbe.append( ( cells[ 0 ]))
m.close()

m = open('Missense Results of H-S-ALPHA')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( "," ,)
    hsal.append( ( cells['0'] ))
m.close()

m = open('Missense Results of H-S-BETA')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( "," ,)
    hsbe.append( ( cells[0 ]))
m.close()

m = open('Missense Results of H-S-SOR')
for line in m:
    cells = line.split( "," ,)
    hsor.append( ( cells[0 ]))
m.close() 

n = 0
for i in hal:
    hal[n] = i.replace(\n','
    n += 1
n = 0
for i in hbe:
    hbe[n] = i.replace(\n','
    n += 1
n = 0
for i in hsal:
hsal[n] = i.replace('\n','')
n += 1
n = 0
for i in hsbe:
    hsbe[n] = i.replace('\n','')
n += 1
n = 0
for i in hsor:
    hsor[n] = i.replace('\n','')
n += 1

new_list = []
for item in hal:
    if item in hbe:
        if item in hsal:
            if item in hsbe:
                if item in hsor:
                    new_list.append('C')
                else:
                    new_list.append('_')
            else:
                new_list.append('D')
        else:
            new_list.append('_')
print (new_list)

name_list = []
for item in hal:
    if item in hbe:
        if item in hsal:
            if item in hsbe:
                if item in hsor:
                    name_list.append(item)
                else:
                    print (item)